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Even then, the court noted, it would remain uncertain whether TMDL
development or regulatory implementation would adversely impact
the members. Thus, it was clear the EPA's approval of Missouri's 1998
list failed to affect MSA's members in any concrete way.
The court next considered MSA's contention that because the EPA
challenged jurisdiction in a motion to dismiss and not a motion for
summary judgment, the court should hold MSA to a relatively modest
standard of asserting jurisdiction in its pleadings. MSA argued that
under the liberal pleading standard; its assertion of potential decreases
in property values stated a current harm sufficient to present a ripe
claim. Although the court agreed that it should hold MSA to a modest
standard of asserting jurisdiction in its pleadings, it found that MSA's
complaint did not support this contention. The court noted the
complaint described a "potential... decrease in property values
and/or property rights as a result of Clean Water Act requirements."
Considering this language in context, the court found that the "as a
result of Clean Water Act requirements" clause was consistent with
MSA's other claims of harm that could occur after the implementation
of TMDLs. Further, the court found that MSA's argument that even if
harm had not yet occurred, but was certainly impending also failed,
stating the "potential" diminution of property values was not a
sufficiently immediate or sizeable threatened harm to warrant judicial
intervention.
The Eighth Circuit affirmed the district court's decision finding
that MSA's claims of harm were too remote to be anything other than
speculative and not ripe for judicial resolution, however it dismissed
the suit without prejudice for lack ofjurisdiction.
Gloria MariaSoto
NINTH CIRCUIT
San Francisco BayKeeper v. Whitman, 287 F.3d 764 (9th Cir. 2002)
(affirming that the United States Environmental Protection Agency
did not have a non-discretionary duty to establish water pollution
standards for the State of California since the constructive submission
doctrine, which triggers the Environmental Protection Agency's nondiscretionary duty to act, did not apply when California submitted
some total maximum daily loads).
Environmental group San Francisco BayKeeper ("BayKeeper")
appealed a summary judgment decision by the United States District
Court for the Northern District of California dismissing BayKeeper's
claim that the State of California ("California") failed to both
implement an adequate water pollution control program and establish
total maximum daily loads ("TMDLs"). BayKeeper argued California
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failed

to comply with

the Clean Water Act's

("CWA")

time

requirement for submitting TMDLs, which thereby created a nondiscretionary duty for the United States Environmental Protection
Agency ("EPA") to submit TMDLs on behalf of California. The Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirmed.
BayKeeper's primary argument relied on section 303(d) of the
CWA, which allowed the EPA thirty days to approve or disapprove
identified TMDLs. TMDLs quantify the maximum level of pollutant a
water body can receive each day without violating water quality
standards. This section required the EPA to establish TMDLs for a
state when the EPA disapproved the state's submission. BayKeeper
argued that California's failure to submit TMDLs triggered the EPA's
duty to submit TMDLs for California on the theory of constructive
submission. Under this theory, a state's complete failure to submit
TMDLs triggered the EPA's non-discretionary duty to act.
The court rejected' this argument and refused to view failure to
submit as constructive submission. Constructive submission required a
clear and unambiguous decision not to submit any TMDLs, and in this
case, California's first TMDL submission in 1994 came more than
fifteen years after the initial deadline for submission. Since 1994
however, California submitted at least eighteen TMDLs and
Since
implemented a schedule for completing submission.
California's initial submission, the state has dedicated substantial
resources to its TMDL program. Based on California's actions, the
court determined that the constructive submission doctrine was not
viable.
BayKeeper alternatively argued unreasonable delay under the
Administrative Procedure Act ("Act"). Under section 706(1) of the
Act, courts can compel agency action if it is unreasonably delayed.
The court also rejected this argument and explained that a claim of
unreasonable delay follows from an agency's statutory duty. As
reviewed in the earlier argument, the EPA had no statutory duty to act,
which destroyed BayKeeper's claim of unreasonable delay.
Stefania Niro

Tillamook County v. United States Army Corps of Eng'rs, 288 F.3d
1140 (9th Cir. 2002) (affirming denial of motion for preliminary
injunction to prevent a municipal water supply reservoir expansion
project, holding that the Army Corps of Engineers conducted an
adequate investigation and determined the impact to the environment
was minimal).
The City of McMinnville ("City") developed a plan to expand its
water supply reservoir in order to prevent an expected water shortage
between 2002 and 2020. The expansion included placement of

